“The bourgeoisie, wherever it has got the upper hand, has put an end to all feudal, patriarchal, idyllic relations. It has pitilessly torn asunder the motley feudal ties that bound man to
his ‘natural superiors,’ and has left remaining no other nexus between man and man than naked self-interest, callous ‘cash payment.’ It has drowned the most heavenly ecstasies of
religious fervor, of chivalrous enthusiasm, of philistine sentimentalism, in the icy water of egotistical calculation. It has resolved personal worth into exchange value, and in place of the
numberless indefeasible chartered freedoms, has set up that single, unconscionable freedom—Free Trade. In one word, for exploitation, veiled by religious and political illusions, it has
substituted naked, shameless, direct, brutal exploitation.” ~ Marx
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Concert Board books wrong TLC for Spring Fling, results in
confusion, megaphones
by Lenin
Jurnalist

Tufts Concert Board announced yesterday that
TLC would be headlining this year’s Spring Fling via
an email sent to the university community.
However, initial excitement turned to genuine
confusion once students learned that the headliners would not be the popular 90’s R&B girl group
responsible for such beloved hits as“Waterfalls” and
“Unpretty,” but rather the student groupTufts Labor
Coalition.
“At first I was like, oh sick I can jam to Waterfalls,
that should be a great time,” junior Veri Baffled said.
“But then I saw that it was actually the student
group, and I was like, huh?”
Other students shared Baffled’s sentiments.
“When I heard the announcement, I texted
all my friends to tell them the groundbreaking girl
group would be at Tufts performing cuts off of such
historic albums as ‘CrazySexyCool,’ but then one of
them responded that it was actually the janitor protest group,” sophomore Watts Goingon said. “Like,
that’s cool I guess. I’m honestly just so confused.”
According to Concert Board Co-Chair
Wemeanto Dothis, the decision to hire TLC was
unanimous, and excitement among Concert Board
members is high.
“We were actually planning on booking the two

surviving members of the classic‘90s group, butTLC
really made the case for themselves.Whenever we’d
have meetings they’d be outside holding signs that
said things like ‘Concert Board is a puppet of crony
capitalism’ and just looking pretty, um, headliner-esque,” he said, sweating nervously.
TLC member Moe Rality said that the decision
came as no surprise to the group, and that it was
“about time” the Concert Board recognized the janitors’ rights to fair representation in campus concerts.
According to another TLC member, who spoke
on the condition of anonymity, TLC already has
much of its act planned.
“I think Moe is gonna put on a Linda Snyder
mask with pentagrams for eyes and a forked tongue
and yell for a while,” they said. “For the finale, we’re
planning on handing out signs and marching into
Ballou for a weeklong sit-in/hunger strike.
“It should be a really fun time for everyone,” the
source added.
Dothis, a senior, said that despite the confusion,
Concert Board stands by its decision to hire the student group as headliners.
“I know students will be disappointed because
they won’t see such iconic performers as Tionne
“T-Boz”Watkins or the ghost of Lisa“Left-Eye” Lopes,
butwethinkthat[TuftsLaborCoalition]bringsareally
intenseandpassionateenergytothestage,andthere’s
always the chance that they’ll bring the Second Line

LAX MALANNE

TLC protest on March 25, 2019.
SocialAidandPleasureSocietybrassbandwiththem,
so I’m looking forward to it,” he said.
“Plus, TLC have already told us they’re gonna do
the whole thing with megaphones, so now we don’t
have to spend any money on sound systems, which

is cool,” Dothis added.
This year’s Spring Fling will be held in the lobby
of Ballou on March 11, starting at 4 p.m. and ending
whenever administration pledges to support the
janitors in their contract negotiations.

Senators discovered paying themselves from
student activities fund
by Che

Writes Diaries

Tufts Community Union (TCU) senators
have been paying themselves salaries with
money from the Student Activities Fund, a
special Daily investigation recently discovered.
The Allocations Board (ALBO), which is
made up of TCU senators, approves thousands of dollars every semester to go toward
salaries for senators, a source said. After
ALBO’s approval, the proposition is sent to
Senate who then votes to approve it. The
process includes no outside oversight.
According to TCU Senate President Kash
Monay, Senate pays itself so as to compensate themselves for the ungodly amount of
time and effort they put into their jobs on
Senate.
“I mean have you ever worked on something for 20 hours a week? Yeah didn’t think
so. Literally you cannot imagine a time com-
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mitment this enormous unless you’ve been
on Senate,” Monay, a senior, said. “You know
the myth about Atlas holding up the sky?
That’s like the only thing that comes close to
illustrating the pressures of Senate.”
TCU Vice President Dola Billz said the
salary helped the senators deal with their
unthinkably large workloads by providing
resources to purchase coffee and meals
on-the-go.
“Well when you spend like three -- yeah,
I said three -- hours a night on Senate, you
get pretty tuckered out,” Billz, a senior, said.
“Most nights I need to run to the Commons
and grab a coffee and sandwich before
dashing off to the Senate office to work until
like midnight -- yeah I said midnight -- and
how else would I be able to pay for that?”
Richie Rich, TCU Treasurer, said the stress
induced by his and other senators’ incredibly important responsibilities, including
renting an ice cream truck, proposing resolutions that go nowhere and giving money
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tuftsdaily.com
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to whoever asks for it, made the salaries
necessary.
“How else would I finance my weekly
massages? Personal, in-room massage service ain’t free you know. I mean the knots
in my shoulders! Well I don’t have any, but I
could develop some at some point, because
seriously, Senate is a really big deal,” Rich, a
junior, said.
TCU Historian Bringinhome Thabacon
was not available for comment on this article, but was able to inform the Daily of why
she was unable to respond.
“Sorry, I’ve been super busy with Senate
stuff,” Thabacon, a junior, said. “Also I won’t
be able to do an interview. Cause I’m really
busy with Senate.”
Monay summed her argument by saying
that the time senators committed was totally unique and that that was reason enough
for senators to pay themselves with money
from each student’s tuition.
“Show me any student on campus that
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makes a major time commitment to a student organization. There aren’t any. It’s only
Senate. Why shouldn’t we be paid for that?”
Monay asked. “And the administration isn’t
going to pay us, so we just took things into
our own hands. You gotta look out for number one ¯\_(‘‘/)_/¯ .”
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Cheater

Administration to remove Cannon due to
connections with Western imperialism
Tufts’ iconic Cannon will soon no longer occupy its prominent position on the
Hill, as administrators announced in a
joint statement last night that the replica
carried with it “negative connotations that
do not represent the feelings of the Tufts
community as a whole.”
Throughout the past year, several students have protested the Cannon’s standing between Goddard Chapel and Ballou
Hall, sending sternly-worded letters to
University President Anthony Monaco,
Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) and Head
of the European Parliamen Jean-Claude
Juncker to voice their concerns.
Hundreds of Tufts students and faculty took to social media last week to
voice their opposition to the Cannon’s
presence on campus, causing the hashtag
#NotMyCannon to trend on Twitter briefly.
Sophomore Wilmer Lazarus said that a
major hurdle the movement had to overcome was getting other students to understand that one of the university’s most
well-known symbols was a monument to
the “Western colonial empire.”
“For centuries, cannons were tools of
mass destruction that played a key role
in Western powers’ attempts to wipe out
entire civilizations such as the Aztecs,”
Lazarus said. “By keeping this weapon
here, we implicitly support the colonialist
narrative that other cultures must assimilate ‘Western values’ or face the threat of
violence. Imagine if you’re visiting Tufts
and you see a full-size replica of an M1
Abrams tank or a Predator drone on the
quad and the tour guide tells you ‘This is
a symbol of our vibrant community.’ It’s
horrifying.”
First-year Jason Moreau said that he
felt “greatly disturbed” when he stood
near the Cannon during his first visit to
Tufts. Since then, he said he has gone out

of his way to avoid it
on his way to class.
He noted that the
Cannon’s prominent
location does not
properly align with
the
community’s
values.
“People get all
excited
because
painting the Cannon
is one of the few
Tufts traditions that
hasn’t been regulated to oblivion, but
if you think about it, we’re basically worshipping the American military-industrial
complex,” Moreau said. “A cannon doesn’t
reflect the notion of ‘Peace and Light.’ It
screams ‘Guns, Germs and Steel’ (1997).”
A university representative, speaking
on condition of anonymity, denied claims
that the institution currently has any direct
financial ties to the U.S. military, sand
noted that the CIA abandoned its secondary outpost in a bunker 30 feet below the
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy in
1989. The CIA did not answer repeated
calls to their Langley office seeking comment.
A number of students lamented the
impending departure of the Cannon
from its present location, saying that
since the replica of the 24-pounder was
bequeathed to Tufts in 1956, the Cannon
has given a voice to those who needed
to be heard. But more importantly, these
students said they were worried that without the Cannon, the campus would lose
aspects of its “quirky” image and sink into
Harvard-like banality.
“First they came for the Naked Quad
Run, and I did not speak out because I’m
a grower, not a shower,” junior Leland

Pollock said. “Then they came for Senior
Pub Night, and I did not speak out because
I’m not a senior. Then they came for the
Cannon, and everyone left was applauding!”
Monaco stated that he supported the
move towards inclusivity and that he
would work with students to brainstorm
potential landmarks to both replace the
Cannon as a symbol of Tufts and serve
a means of communication for student
groups.
“Right now we’re floating a number of
great ideas for replacing the Cannon that
we received through online voting,” he
said. “It may prove challenging, but I’m
confident that the collective creativity of
this university can produce something
that everyone can support, regardless of
background.”
At press time, the top-voted submission on the website was a five-ton bronze
statue of a shirtless, muscular Bernie
Sanders planting the American flag Iwo
Jima-style atop a vicious brawl between
Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin,
Velociraptor of State Hillary Clinton,
Supreme Crunchy FLAMIN’ HOT® Cheeto
Donald Trump and a drop bear.
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Bruised, battered and beaten, the ghosts of Brady’s past
by Bill Belch-a-check
Head Deflator

Many have credited coach Jay Civetti
and senior tri-captain running back
Chance Brady with the team’s recent run
of successful seasons but, in reality, there
are much darker forces at play. Late on
Friday nights, before games at the Ellis
Oval, spirits can be seen lurking.
Haunting the field are the souls of those
juked, trucked, stiff-armed and stuck by
Brady. They live forever in stasis, reenacting the moment that separated them from
their bodies.
“Boooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooo,” the spirit of a linebacker left
face first in the dirt by a brutal back-cut
from Brady said.
“It’s a really rough unlife here,” another
added. “We just sit here and remember
how badly we were beaten by that bitesized back.”
No matter the reason, the spirits can
only be seen before game days, most div-

ing sideways or tripping up on their own
feet in what were once failed attempts to
bring Brady to the ground.
Though the team would never let
onlookers know about its secret to success, Civetti can occasionally be seen on
the field Fridays around midnight dancing
in circles and practicing his splits to the
memories of plays past in order to curry
favor for the following day’s contest.
When asked for a comment on his
actions, Civetti refused to acknowledge
anything out of the ordinary at the Oval.
“I know nothing of any spirits,” Civetti
said. “All I know is that we’re going to go
out there Saturday and play a physical
60-minutes of football.”
Having coached for several years,
Civetti understands the value of taking
every opportunity possible to win the
game, and if that means reaching into the
great beyond for support, he’s willing to
make that move.
Even the team’s pre-game ritual of
shouting “Hell Yeah,” which has been

interpreted simply as a way of
pumping the team up, is actually
a call to the damned spirits of
those brutalized by Brady’s ball
handling.
“I think we’re incredibly lucky
to have the ‘fans’ we have at the
Oval,” Brady said. “I’ll take all the
support, human, spirit or otherwise.”
With just two games left in
the regular season, the Jumbos
will take all the help they can
get in their quest for a NESCAC
title. The ranks of those beaten
by Brady certainly grew this week
following a brutal backfield beating of
Amherst in which Brady ran all over what
was the league’s best rushing defense.
“I really thought I had him,” one
Amherst defender’s ghost said. “I got a
hand on him and assumed that would be
enough to bring him down, but he hit me
with a spin move and I lost my grip and
here I am.”

Another unfortunate soul shared his
story.
“I just wanted a high-five,” he said.
“The game was over, I was running up to
Chance to say ‘good game’ but he didn’t
see me coming and accidentally threw the
nastiest stiff arm I’ve ever tasted. I’ve been
stuck here for two years now.”

Tufts Quidditch outlasts
Harvard 140-50 despite
sustaining mass casualties

EDITORIAL

Editorial: Monaco leaks

The Daily calls for a clarification
from the university following the most
recent release of emails leaked from
University President Anthony Monaco’s
private server. The latest scandal comes
on the heels of controversy surrounding
Monaco’s ownership of a Bentley and his
purported links to prominent capitalist
groups. President Monaco is currently
under investigation due to reports of
an offshore bank account, surprisingly
enough, in Monaco. This set of leaked
emails contain a goldmine of interesting
information about the private life of our
adored president.
Contents of Monaco’s leaked emails
include:

Messages from Facebook notifying Monaco of approximately 125 birthdays every week
Advertisements for Brooks
Brothers and their upcoming fall sales
His exchanges with other
administrators about whether or not free
speech is dead at Tufts
Invitations to the pregames of
every club on campus
Drafts of his original lyrical
composition, set to the tune of the Tufts
fight song, with the subject line “Monaco
for Spring Fling 2017?”
Comprehensive construction

plans to build a wall between Medford
and Somerville
A particularly troubling email
from a mysterious figure named “Gum
Bee-Bee” wishing Monaco a “Happy
Birthday” and 20 percent off his next visit
The last email has generated the most
discussion around campus, due to its
unclear nature. Analysts at the Daily
have all speculated differently about
Bee-Bee’s identity and why they seem to
contact President Monaco with alarming
frequency, sometimes more than three
times a week. The student body is asking
themselves, who is Bee-Bee, and why
won’t our President be upfront about
his emails? The trust of the Tufts
community is at stake
here.
The Daily calls
o
n
President Monaco to
give
a clear and explanation
for why these
e m a i l s
were received
in the first
place,
and
present a plan
for how
he will work to
ensure
that his email
is
a
public, transparent way for
Tu f t s
students
to
monitor
any and all
mundane or personal moments in his
life.

Despite horrendous weather conditions
and a number of life-threatening injuries,
Tufts’ Quidditch team defeated Harvard
140-50 at 6:00 a.m. on Halloween morning to end its 10 game losing streak.
Harvard ran up the score early scoring
50 unanswered points as Tufts’ defense
floundered, unable to keep enough of their
noses unbroken by quaffles to sufficiently
defend the rings. After the first hour of
match play there was an ebb in the storm,
and while the wind died down, Tufts was
able to pick up the momentum and reply
with 40 unanswered points.
“At first we started off flat, unable to
control our brooms or communicate effectively in the gale-force winds and under
the constant and relentless bludgeoning of
heavy balls,” junior Mike Fletcher said. “I
think once we were able to adjust to the
storm and our bodies were too numb to feel
the cold, we were able to pick up the pace.”
Both teams went scoreless for an excruciating hour in the middle of the match
and were unable to handle the quaffle as
it was too slippery. The number of injuries peaked during this duration of time,
and Harvard suffered a grand total of six
broken arms and three shattered thumbs.
Meanwhile, the battle to catch the golden
snitch was relentlessly underway, as the
seekers collided brooms in the heat of the
search. Somehow, both the Harvard seeker and sophomore Paul Butterfield made
quick recoveries and re-entered the match.
However, after the match ended doctors
reported that both seekers have severe concussions and many broken vertebrae.
In the fourth hour, Butterfield prevailed
and caught the golden snitch before passing out, ending the game 140-50 and
most likely sparing both teams more bodily
harm.
“The pressure was really building
throughout the game as I watched both
my teammates and opponents fall before
my eyes,” Butterfield said, adjusting his
neck brace. “I was desperate to end the
game, and I knew I was the only person
that could make this happen. I think in the
end, the adrenaline and the nerves helped
me to focus on my job and get it done for
my team.”

Tufts lost some of its key players as the
rainstorm caused many to fall off of their
brooms. Co-captain Phil Silverman was
struck by lightning mid-flight and fell to
the ground breaking his pelvis, both of his
legs and his nose. He will most likely be out
for the rest of the season.
“Playing in storms as brutal as this is
one of the biggest challenges of the game,
and as a team I think we need to do a better job of storm-management. Quidditch is
one of the only sports with a no-cancellation policy, but it’s something that we need
to be better prepared for. Looking forward,
we hope to improve our technique to avoid
injuries like this,” Silverman said from his
hospital bed.
First-years Sally Pepperdine and Molly
Gold both contracted pneumonia due
to the long duration of the match (four
hours) and low temperatures. Pepperdine
and Gold are big offensive contributors
and had a combined 40 points in the
Harvard match. They will both be out
for the upcoming match against Boston
University.
“Losing two of our top scorers right
before one of our most competitive matches
of the year is definitely not ideal, however
with some positional shifting I think we will
be able to outmaneuver Boston University,”
coach Horn said.
The team will also be forced to call up
some fresh meat from the club Quidditch
team to fill its roster for the time being and
is in search of a new seeker, as Butterfield is
devastatingly concussed. Coach Horn is also
going to the National Quidditch Boards to
plead for policy changes as the overall injury and death toll in the college Quidditch
program is on the rise.
“Overall I am really happy with the
team’s performance. They showed true
resilience winning this match after losing
ten matches in a row and they fought like
warriors. However, I think that this match
also showed us that the league policy is
outdated and something needs to be done
about the rate of catastrophic injury and
loss of life,” Horn said.
Tufts will play Boston University at
home tonight, assuming their bones can
mend in time.
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Friday’s Solution

For one Tufts junior, the solution to subpar
off-campus housing is clear: be rich
by Karen the robot
Plankton’s Wife

It’s getting to be the time of year when Tufts
sophomores and juniors begin the off-campus
housing scramble, searching reliable, up-to-date
and totally functional websites such as Reslife’s
apartment listing spreadsheet. But Tufts junior
Christopher Gates has decided to take matters into
his own hands, having found the perfect solution to
the inflated housing market and limited on-campus
housing options at Tufts: be rich.
“It just hit me the other day,” Gates said. “I was
crowded around a computer with my current housemates, looking at Jump Off Campus and trying to find
a house that was within our price range and within
walking distance of campus. And then I realized
something: I’m rich. I don’t have to do this shit.”
Gates explained that instead of looking for yearlong leases that advertised living rooms as extra
bedrooms, he could simply purchase one of the
$800,000 units for sale on College Avenue or
rent an apartment on Curtis Street for $1500 a month
with two 27-year-olds who work for Google.
His friend and current housemate, junior Blake
Zuckerberg, agreed that Gates could pretty much
live wherever. Zuckerberg added that Gates’ family
is both powerful and well-respected by Tufts, as
they are personally funding the construction of the
Science and Engineering Complex.
“I mean, Tufts clearly has a vested interest in
making sure that Chris and his friends have somewhere good to live,” Zuckerberg said. “I bet that his
parents could call up Reslife and threaten to stop
the construction of that building if they don’t give us
a spot in SoGo.”
Gates has decided to spread his message of the
importance of wealth in finding housing by starting
a new student campaign at Tufts called “Just Pay It.”
“The idea behind ‘Just Pay It’ is to encourage
students who can’t secure a spot on campus to just
find any old house and pay for it,” Gates explained.
“It’s really that simple. Just get the money and pay
for your house.”
In addition to paying for the house regardless of
price and quality, Gates added that students should
feel comfortable paying to fix all faulty infrastructure
they may encounter in their homes.
“The room I moved into this semester doesn’t
have a window, so it was technically illegal for me to
be living there,” he said. “So I called up my parents
and had them call up a building company to install a

couple windows, and voila — problem solved.”
Gates’ family also paid to have the house’s
dishwasher repaired, clear the house of its rodent
infestation and even to support the landlord’s marijuana habit.
“Our landlord, who we call Dick because we’re
on pretty good terms, can really only function when
he’s blazed as fuck,” Gates explained. “So my
parents decided to help him out by paying for his
weed, which is awesome because now he actually
remembers to stop by once in a while and check on
the ghost who lives in our basement.”
The ghost, an eight-year-old girl named Clarissa
Camarati, reportedly died in the house in 1975 after
eating the lead paint on the home’s surface. The landlord, Dick Jones, said that the important thing is that
he now gives Camarati the attention she deserves.
“Clarissa is really such a sweet ghost,” Jones
said. “I’m happy that the Gates family has agreed
to pay for me to smoke up in the basement while
she weeps quietly in the corner. Now that I have a
constant supply of weed, I’m so much more myself
around her.”
Looking forward, Gates plans to grow his campaign to raise awareness about the power of wealth
when it comes to finding solutions to the Boston
area’s housing crisis by forming an official student
organization.
“I just want other people to understand that there
is a solution to this housing mess, and that’s wealth,”
he explained. “I envision this as a space for fellow
rich kids to educate the general public about why
being rich makes it so much easier to find housing.
We’ll also probably organize some boozy brunch
outings, provided we can obtain TCU recognition
and funding.”
Zuckerberg said he and his friends are still not
sure where they will live next year, though he is
confident that they will be able to find something.
Moreover, he feels that as long as they are together,
any housing situation will be positive.
“Whether we live in a SoGo apartment that Gates’
parents bribed Tufts to give us, a recently renovated
$2,000 per month rental on Sunset Road or an entire
floor of West Hall that my other roommate, Michael
Buffett, purchased from Reslife, I’m sure it’ll all work
out if we have each other,” Zuckerberg said. “After
all, friendship, persistence and a trust fund is all
you really need.”The following quotes were given
to the Daily by members of the Tufts community in
response to the question, “What are your thoughts
on the recent Monaco-leaks?”

The university released a statement this past weekend to explain
that the purpose of this year’s
tuition increase is to provide for a
much-needed “girls trip” for some
members of the administration.
Executive Vice President Patricia
Campbell was the main organizer
of the away weekend, with Mary
Pat McMahon, dean of Student
Affairs, and Former Executive
Director of Public Relations
Kimberly Thurler rounding out the
trio of travelers.
“Patricia [Campbell] really took
initiative on this one,” McMahon
said. “Planning these trips can be so
stressful, so I’m really grateful that
she stepped up to the plate and did
this for the girls.”
According to Thurler, the three
ended up traveling to an all-inclusive
in Savannah, GA. Other options
included an all-inclusive in Puerto
Vallarta, Mexico, a “quaint” bed and
breakfast at the foot of the White
Mountains and a microbrewery tour
of St. Louis, she explained.
“Patty [Patricia Campbell] found
a great Groupon deal, and we figured that we could stay in a nice
AirBnB,” Thurler told the Daily
in an email. “It was hard to decide
where to go at first, but Patricia
[Campbell]’s fine Irish skin is tremendously sensitive to the sun, so we
ruled out Puerto Vallarta quickly.”
McMahon echoed her sentiments.
“She burns like a crisp,”
McMahon said. “No, really.”
McMahon continued, explaining
that she was keen on the Savannah
trip for personal reasons.
“I’ve always been fascinated by
ghost culture and ghosts in general, and Savannah is famous for
its ghost tours. It’s the hostess of
the south!” McMahon said. “The
gothic-revival architecture, the birthplace of [Girl Scout of the USA
Founder] Juliette Gordon Low and
deep-fried Oreos. What more could
I want?”
Campbell went on to explain that
the trip to the so-called “Garden
City,” (not to be mixed up with the
“disgusting” Garden State, New
Jersey, Campbell quipped) was not

always easy.
“Mary Pat [McMahon] packs
heavy and Kim [Thurler] was upset
that we had to share a bathroom,
so that was annoying,” Campbell
said. “Sometimes I just wanted to
go antiquing on my own, but when
you’re planning the trip, it becomes
your responsibility to entertain your
guests.”
She also alluded to some difficulty emerging prior to the trip, stemming
from other university administrators.
“Su [McGlone, director of the
Office of Fraternity and Sorority
Life] was upset when she found out
we didn’t want to take her, but it just
seemed like a safer option to leave
her behind,” Campbell said.
McMahon agreed.
“She is a bit of a firecracker, a
wildcard. That is why she is the director of Greek life. She loves to party,
which is wonderful and makes her so
much fun to hang out with, but I don’t
think Patricia wanted a repeat of our
last girl’s trip in 2014.”
Campbell explained that she
lamented having to disappoint
McGlone, but felt no remorse when
it came to her dealings with Vice
President for Operations Linda
Snyder and Director of Residential
Life Yolanda King.
“Ooops. Guess the invites got
lost in the mail,” Campbell giggled.
Snyder regretted the “cliquey-ness” of the other three administrators.
“They do this all the time. Jokes
on them for never saving me seats
at all-staff meetings, because I’m in
charge of spatial planning, and you
better believe their offices will be
moved to a bathroom in Tilton that
we will ‘repurpose’.”
When asked what would happen
to the remaining hundreds of thousands of dollars generated from the
tuition hike, Campbell explained that
plans are still in flux.
“In the past, we’ve taken ladies
trips to Whistler with [University
President Anthony Monaco]
Tony,” Campbell said. “He enjoys
getting some of the treatments at the
spa facilities while the rest of us hit
the slopes. Sometimes we do mid-semester trip to Sedona too, because
he feels at peace by the red rocks.”

